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Chances Which We Get
 
Grab a chance,
To win this opportunity,
Its not just an another chance,
It can be my life,
Can be a new phase,
Of starting a journey,
A journey which goes,
Through my all
Struggles and hard work,
Which I did for my
Better life,
I'm a true athiest,
Fair to myself,
Cause I know,
These Gods name
And chantting all
The time,
Is not else than a waste
of time,
The chances, which we get
in life,
Is the moving opportunities,
Which comes for a short time,
So grab it,
Before its too late,
and holds it tightly,
That it can't go away...
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Dreams
 
Why our life is not like our dreams,
why they just gone with the wind,
why we can't stop it for a while,
why they seems wonderful, like i'm flying.
 
Why they never turns into reality,
why they makes our smile healthy,
why they change our frown with a laugh,
why they help us to fall in love.
 
Why they miss guide our mind,
towards, where we don't wanna go,
why we start living that dreams,
still after knowing, they never makes us
happy for a long.
 
Why they don't makes us sad,
Cause, we start living in our head,
why they makes us rouse,
cause, they know we are still in a
sleeping pose.
why they makes us rebellious,
cause, they realise us,
who we are and who we wanna be,
in our future..! !
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Empty Room Has Lot To Say
 
A empty room has lot to say,
lost in his silence somewhere,
every single thing,
have some memory attached,
bunch of memories,
they kept inside very safe,
some were good, some were bad,
both are equally worthy for us,
half of our life,
stand on those memories,
which we all forget,
lot's of important moments
we leave behind,
and that empty room kept it
very safely always,
every corner seems like
they have lots to tell
cause a empty room,
plays a very important role,
in our life someway...! !
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End Of My Life
 
Life has some real colours,
blood is the common in all of them,
Its feel is like divine to me,
Cause for me its the truth of
Everyone's life,
But still some are afraid to talk
about it,
Sometimes i thought to slit my
throat,
Feel that pain,
Wanna close to my death,
Seems like a red silky ribbon,
Came across my neck to toe,
I'll lost my vision,
Everything seems blur to me,
I'm near my death,
Near my end,
Feel like I'll get my dreams,
Living in front  of my eyes,
I can see my death,
See some blood,
feel the end of my life..
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Heaven V/S Cakes
 
Did anybody saw the heaven,
It looks like cake is baking in the oven,
 
Like happiness is falling from sky,
Imagine infont of you chocolate lava is lying,
 
Beauties surrounded at you everywhere,
All coloured candies for you here and their,
 
Wanna see everything in a single ride,
Like all brownies and donuts are on your side,
 
I lost myself in the heaven's rainfall,
And their's a exhibition for the chocolate truffle,
 
Want to stay long in this dreamy land,
Like I'm flying in the creamy cherry land,
 
It's a land of flowers and butterflies,
I'll never saw this huge cake in my whole life,
 
I want all my friends here with me,
But I don't want to share this cake with anybody.
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Love
 
Met someone is not only
a coincidence,
It's all planned by
our destiny,
whom we met is already
selected by our stars,
its only our good or bad
times,
which leads us in this
journey always,
and appears in front of us
like a surprise,
but somewhere its all
done,
somehow we stuck with
that person,
which we named love,
and then its became
our life,
Love of our life..! !
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Love Or Hate
 
When we are in a bad mood,
we hate everything,
which we used to do,
no matter how they are important to us,
cause we are not seeing anything,
in front of our anger that time,
we are in a different zone,
When we're upset from someone,
from whom we don't wanna be,
love or hate,
were two phases of a coin,
its only the matter of time,
how we see,
love makes everything so easy,
And hateness complicate the story,
this is the way,
how love and hate,
walks together in our,
life all the time,
its on us,
what we choose for the lifetime.
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Mountains- My Fantasy World
 
Mountainery areas seems like,
a fantasy world,
Which I saw in sceanries someday,
Their's a shade between mountains
according to their distances,
But it gives me a magical feel,
Like a different world exists
Between their,
Any unseen life are  taking
Some breadth,
Which I always imagined,
In my thoughts only,
Their are lots of hues of life,
Seems like a perfect light,
Coming through mountains,
Coming through skies,
The shade of colours,
Were more than just perfect,
Cause its a sunset time,
The orange and a blue colour
mixes together,
Make something unbelievable,
And shows some unseen hues of life,
these are the beautiful secrets of
Mountainery life...
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Move On
 
Everyday I wait for you,
thought that you'ld come,
every moment I think of you,
imagin are moments some.
 
Your presence makes me feel happy,
I lost when you are with me,
Your words make me crazy,
when you say that you love me.
 
I never thought you betray me,
But I make myself guilt free,
I know all are my fault,
but its like a lesson I taught.
 
Every pain is like a lesson you'll learn,
Only you've to do is never turn,
Who's gone, its just a bad dream,
wait for the next day,
its like a gleam.
 
The lesson you'll learn from pain,
gave you strength again and again,
Smile helps you to move on,
Life is a big journey to stay along.
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My Cappuccino
 
Dark brown colour,
With a cream on top,
That strong flavor,
Makes my day for a long,
And the chocolate icing,
Makes a shape, like a heart,
The fresh aroma,
Helps me to finish, the day I start,
And the,
One sip of my cappuccino,
Leaves the taste for a last,
I love the way they serve,
In a white and a golden cup,
It improves the taste a lot,
Like a shinning cup,
Is coming on your way,
With a happiness and
A wonderful taste,
A single cup of cappuccino,
Makes my whole day... :)
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My Orange Bag
 
I saw it 
seems like I got my
like,
I see it with a gaze
on my eyes,
like I can't live anymore
without that
beautiful looking
my orange sweetie pie,
I click the arrow
on 'buy'
And start dreaming
when i've it
in my life,
I start feeling the
touch and the
way i carry,
my new funky orange
coloured bag,
and the way others
feel jealous,
and when their eyes were
pop out,
when i take a step out
with this gorgeous lovely
colour orange bag..! !
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Unsaid Feelings
 
I feel like i leave something
Precious of mine their,
Something that i lost,
Something which I wanna take
With me forever,
I can't give any name to
My feelings,
But it's special for me right now,
I know its so wrong,
To grow that feelings anymore,
But i feel for him,
Like I never feel for anybody ever,
I met lots of people in this
Journey we called life,
But it's the first time
When someone has a special place
In my heart,
I know I'm not gonna tell him
But i really wants too....
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Wanna Found Myself
 
Don't know about myself,
Feelin' like I need help,
I got stuck in a tidal waves,
How came out on my own ways,
I wanna forget all my pain,
Their's no way to do this again,
Scars memorise all are past,
Can't go from all these so fast,
Pardon me I just wanna heal,
I forget, how you feel,
I'm alone from the beginning,
Wanna someone to hold my hand,
And say its nothing,
Wanna disappear in my own life,
Never came back with any strife,
Just wanna erase all the worries,
I don't want any luxuries,
Just a simple life with happiness,
No space for loneliness,
Broken life is out of the shore,
I've to fix it without any abhore..! !
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